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    Streszczenie. Virtual Reality (VR) offers unprecedented opportunity as a scientific tool to 
study visuomotor interactions, training, and rehabilitation applications. However, it remains 
unclear if performing hand-object interactions in VR, which often lacks haptic feedback, may 
differ from those performed in the real world. We therefore sought to establish the degree to 
which reach-to-grasp movement kinematics remain invariant whether they are performed in a 
Real or VR environment.  
We examined reach-to-grasp kinematics in 15 healthy right-handed subjects (3F, 23.5 ±6.4 
years old) following informed consent. Motion capture recording of markers attached to the 
index and thumb tips was used to drive a virtual finger tips in a custom VR environment 
developed in Unity, and projected to the subject using a head mounted display.  
Subjects were instructed to reach-to-grasp-to- lift a small, medium, or large rectangular object 
at a near, medium, or far position (9 conditions, 12 trials/ condition) in response to an 
auditory cue. In the REAL environment, glow in the dark objects were used. In the VR 
environment, virtual objects were used (matched in size and location). Contact with the virtual 
objects was based on a custom collision detection algorithm taking into account the thumb 
and index tips and the corresponding object surfaces. Differences between the environments 
were evaluated by comparing aperture and transport velocity profiles, peak aperture, time to 
peak aperture, peak transport velocity, and time to peak transport velocity.  
Correlations between REAL and VR transport velocity (r = 0.99 ±0.00, p < .01) and aperture 
(r = 0.97 ±0.01, p <.01) profiles, averaged across subjects and conditions, indicated largely 
invariant movement patterns. A 2 x 3 x 3 rmANOVA with factors Environment (REAL, VR), 
Object Size (small, medium, large), and Object Distance (near, middle, far) indicated 
significant main effects of Size for aperture measures, and Distance for transport measures, as 
would be expected. There were also a few main effects of Environment and Size x 
Environment interactions for specific variables.  
In summary, our findings suggest that reach-to-grasp movement patterns are largely similar in 
VR and Real environments, though small albeit significant differences do exist in some 
specific variables. These differences were portrayed by significant interactions between the 
Environment and Object Size factor (than the Distance factor), indicating the potentially 
important aspect of accurate collision detection algorithm.  
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